Communications - 121 Credits  Bloomsburg University Department of Educational Studies and Secondary Education

Secondary Education Degree Requirements  B.S.Ed

**Communications** 33 Credits

Leadership and Public Advocacy

  ___ (3) ENGLISH.311 Structures of English
  ___ (3) ENGLISH.312 History of the English Lang.

Leadership and Social Influence

  ___ (3) COMMSTUD.104 Interpersonal Communication
  ___ (3) COMMSTUD.207 Comm. Research Methods
  ___ (3) COMMSTUD.220 Intercultural Communication
  ___ (3) COMMSTUD.205 Understanding Social Influence

  ___ (12) Select 4 courses from the following:
  ___ COMMSTUD.315 Persuasion
  ___ COMMSTUD.321 Argument and Analysis
  ___ COMMSTUD.413 Community Leadership
  ___ COMMSTUD.417 Media and Visual Culture
  ___ COMMSTUD.427 Strategic Communication
  ___ COMMSTUD.495 Special Topics in Leadership and Public Advocacy

  ___ (3) Select an elective from the major suggested by the Communications Department.

**Education** 38 Credits

Leadership and Social Influence

  ___ (3) EDFOUND.204 Educ Technology or EDFOUND.350 Instructional Design Systems
  ___ (3) EDFOUND.351 Virtual Learning Communities
  ___ (2) EDFOUND.206 Teachers, Schools, & Society
  ___ (3) EDFOUND.251 Psych. Foundations of Educ.
  ___ (3) EDFOUND.291 Principles of Teaching
  ___ (3) EDFOUND.311 Classroom Measurement & Assessment
  ___ (3) SECED.351 Teaching Communication
  ___ (6) PROFSTUD.320 PDS Replaces EDFOUND.311 or SECED.351

General Education 50 Credits

**Communications** 9 Credits

  ___ (3) ENGLISH.101 Composition I
  ___ (3) ENGLISH.203 Approaches to Lit. Study

Values 3 Credits

  ___ (3) EDFOUND.406 Multicultural Education

**Quantitative** 3 Credits

  ___ (3) A Math Course (MATH.---)

**Group A Humanities** 12 Credits

3 Departments must be represented from Art, Communication Studies, English, Language & Culture, Music History, and Philosophy

  ___ (3) American Lit. Course
  ___ (3) English Lit. Course
  ___ (3) THEATRE.102 Intro to Theatre Arts
  ___ (3) COMMSTUD.209 Examining Communications

**Group B Social/Behavioral Science** The following 12 Credits are required for all Secondary Educ. Comm. majors.

  ___ (3) SOC.211 Prin. of Sociology
  ___ (3) PSYCH.101 Gen Psychology
  ___ (3) PSYCH.212 Adol. Psychology
  ___ (3) SPECED.101 Intro. Ex. Individuals

**Group C Natural Sciences and Mathematics** 12 Credits

  ___ (3) A Math Course
  ___ (3) A Math Course (Quant. 53.---)

**Fitness and Recreation** 2 Credits

  ___ (1) ________________
  ___ (1) ________________
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